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For the last 34 years, since FotoFest formalized the portfolio review process for photographic artists, hundreds of photographers from every continent have come to Houston eager to put their images in front of decision makers, looking for an opportunity to have their work exhibited and published.

For the past 16 years, inspired by Photolucida, FotoFest has compiled indexes of images by all the artists attending the Meeting Place. These participating photographic artists come from dozens of countries and cultural backgrounds. As reflected in this index, the artists express themselves in many photographic mediums and genres, representing their varied interests and life experiences.

This index includes an image, website, and email address for each of the FotoFest Meeting Place 2020 artists registered in Session 2. We hope you will use this index as a visual reference and a reminder of the artwork that was shown at the reviews.

Like you, we share a passion and love for the photographic arts, and are grateful to everyone who has contributed great amounts of time and effort to make the FotoFest Meeting Place 2020 a success. We appreciate the reviewers for their generosity in sharing their expertise, the artists for sharing their work, our interns and volunteers for their enthusiasm and willingness to work so hard with us, and our colleagues, as well as the FotoFest Board of Directors, for their unwavering support.

Marta Sánchez Philippe, Meeting Place Director
Sarah Ansell, Meeting Place Associate Director
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Fiona Aboud
Fluid 1, 2019
fiona@fionaaboud.com
fionaaboud.com
Keliy Anderson-Staley

*Shelter in Place* (Installation view, Shelburne Museum, VT), 2019

keliyas@gmail.com

andersonstaley.com
Jim Bailey

Anticipation, 2019

jimbailey173@gmail.com

jimbaileyphotographs.com
Petra Barth

Mute, 2006
petrabarthus@gmail.com
petrabarth.com
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jamiебelden@hotmail.com
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Forks of Buffalo, 2017
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binhammerphotographs.com
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Cave Opening No. 1, 2019
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zanabriski@mac.com
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bradburkons@yahoo.com
Ryan Bush

*Fugue #20, 2020*

ryanb@ryanbushphotography.com

RyanBushPhotography.com
Michael Butler

*Girls*, 2019

arthousepictures@yahoo.com
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colby.t@sbcglobal.net
TroyColby.com
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peggyphoto.com
Fábio Del Re
Untitled, from the series  
Abstract, 2020

delre@vivafoto.com.br
fabiodelre.com.br
Sean Du
Fisher Range, Kananaskis Country, Alberta, 2019
sean@seandu.com
seandu.com
Rachelle Evanoff
*Rachelle Evanoff, Self-Portrait: Vision Appointment, 01-17-2020, 2020*
Gallery@RachelleFineArt.com
RachelleFineArt.com
primer hogar
el más seguro
Tsar Fedorsky

Untitled, from the upcoming series *The Light Across the Border*, 2019

tsar@tsarphoto.com
tsarphoto.com
Jim Ferguson
Harmony 11, 2016
jim@jimfphoto.com
jimfphoto.com
Benicio Flores Ansell

Southeast Migration - a deconstructed slide film installation in the Image for Concept exhibition at The Southeast Museum of Photography, 2019

bfansell@me.com

benniefloresansell.com
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torriegroening.com
Rashed Haq
Gerbe, 2016
rashed@rashedhaq.com
rashedhaq.com
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Sunday Afternoon, 2010

jhorazna@seznam.cz

instagram.com/jitkahorazna
Letitia Huckaby
Beautiful Blackness, 2019
letitia@letitiahuckaby.com
huckabystudios.com
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*New Year's Morning at Hájenka, 2012*

gabykolcavova@gmail.com
gabrielakolcavova.com
Cindy Konits
This Room Will Survive Me #1, 2019
cindy.konits@gmail.com
cindykonits.com
Isabella La Rocca González

Qué lejos estoy del suelo donde he nacido (So Far From the Ground Where I Was Born) from the series Beso Terreno (Earthly Kiss), 2018

eyelarocca@gmail.com
glissi.org
Dongwook Lee
Wuzu 07, 2013
eedong@naver.com
dongwooklee.net
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Tree Planter: Russell Robertson, 2017
rita@ritaleistner.com
ritaleistner.com
The Denial of Science, 2019
levinart@mac.com
levinphoto.com
Matthias Ley
Goyang Mascot, from the series GOYANG LOVE, 2018
matthias@leyphoto.com
leyphoto.com
Barton Lewis
262-109, 67th Ave., IND Queens Blvd. Line, 2018
bartonlewis@optonline.net
bartonlewis.com
Anna Lim

Warship Worship #1, 2014
limannaok@gmail.com
photobyanna.com
Jonathan Lipkin
777, 2013
jlipkin@jlipkin.com
jlipkin.com
Alfie Masoliver
Winterreise: US-20, Taos, NM, 2020
alfie@ovostudio.com
alfiemasoliver.com
Bogdan Mihai  
*Cognition*, from the series *Synapses*, 2019  
buburuzaproductions@gmail.com  
bogdanfotoart.com
Rik Moran
The Wild, Wild Moors, 2019
rik@rikmoran.com
rikmoranphoto.com
Dan Nelken
A. Innocent: Age 19 & A. Michael: 14 months. Works in quarry breaking stones to make gravel. Makes 10 jerrycans of gravel per day at 1,000 shillings per ($0.32 USD), 2018
dan@dannelken.com
dannelken.com
Pa and His Rooster, 2019
bob.newman1950@gmail.com
bobnewman.com
Michael O'Brien
Yellow Lamp, 2016-2018
obrienmichaelpat@gmail.com
michaelpatrickobrien.info
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Fish Bones, Rabbit Ears, Metal, Wood, Chromatic Filters, from the series Rudiments, 2017
contact@ilanr.com
ilanr.com
Christine Rogers
Chennai Ice, 2019
christine.rogers1@gmail.com
cerogers.net
Invasive Species Of The Hudson Valley No. 2, European Water Chestnut (Trapa Natans), 2019
sam@truenatureofmind.com
samscoggins.com
Cindy Shung
Untitled, 2018
cindy@cindyshung.com
cindyshung.com
Kathleen Tunnell Handel

*Down the Street: California #01, 2018* from the series *Where the Heart Is: Portraits from Vernacular Trailer and Mobile Home Parks, 2018*

ktunnellhandel@gmail.com
kathleentunnellhandel.com
Gary Watson
*We're Just People: Alexis #13, 2016*
gary@gwatson4x5.com
gwatson4x5.com
Emily Chaya Weinstein
Russian Couple, 1998
ecweinstein@gmail.com
EmilyChayaWeinstein.com
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